
Different? - Luke 6: 27-36 –  

What’s the weirdest thing you’ve done to fit in with a peer/friendship group? Lumo 

shorts/undercut/wore high tops all the time –jandals & white socks 

We think as a teenager – peer pressure goes away eventually, right? Nope turns out it just gets more 

expensive and we call it ‘keeping up with the Joneses’ – bigger house, nicer car, boat?, overseas 

holidays… the list goes on. 

I think this ‘thing’ to conform is part of who we are as human beings. (even when we’re trying to be 

different, we end up looking the same!) To stand out from the crowd, to be different is to invite 

criticism, to invite critique (scariest place in the world to visit? High school! Kids are pack animals) 

But what does that mean for us as Christians? Jesus calls us to be ‘counter-cultural’ to be different – how 

do we look different, when we just want to be part of the crowd?  

That’s what we’re talking about today! 

We’re in Luke 6: 27-36, so if you’ve got your bibles… give it a read, otherwise follow on the screen 

behind me. 

Read; Luke 6: 27-36  

**Slide**27 “But to you who are listening I say: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, 

28 bless those who curse you, pray for those who mistreat you. 29 If someone slaps you on one 

cheek, turn to them the other also. If someone takes your coat, do not withhold your shirt from them. 

30 Give to everyone who asks you, and if anyone takes what belongs to you, do not demand it back. 

31 Do to others as you would have them do to you. 

**Slide**32 “If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? Even sinners love those who 

love them. 33 And if you do good to those who are good to you, what credit is that to you? Even 

sinners do that. 34 And if you lend to those from whom you expect repayment, what credit is that to 

you? Even sinners lend to sinners, expecting to be repaid in full.  

**Slide**35 But love your enemies, do good to them, and lend to them without expecting to get 

anything back. Then your reward will be great, and you will be children of the Most High, because he 

is kind to the ungrateful and wicked. 36 Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful. 

As is always important with scripture – context is pretty much everything, right? 

To truly understand a text, we have to dig deeper, find out the people, the place and the time its 

written, then once we’ve done that job, we can bring it back into our own context and try to figure out 

what it means for us or what to do with it. 

That’s especially important for this text.  Cos its super easy to just to give it a quick read, and then give 

you a nice tight 20 min on morals and behaviour, followed up by a few ‘good on yahs’ and then a few 

try harder’s, and follow it all up with a great ‘come to Jesus’ song at the end. 



The thing is this text has something more to say, I think, than just what’s on the surface, and I think 

sheds light on what it means to be a Christian in our current culture, where its hard… because society 

doesn’t share our values or our ideals. 

The modern reader (and I read a few sermons that I think missed the mark) looks at his text as a means 

to teach us moral behaviour, was to treat people who aren’t nice to us. (not enemies, cos who really 

has enemies anymore? Anyone?)  

To our modern eyes, it thinks it reads very unfairly, right? For most of us when we have a problem, we 

can go to the boss or the teacher or the principle? When people say nasty stuff, well then we say it 

right back… or worse say it on our social media feeds, cos that always stops the argument right? I got 

rights, to my opinions! Doesn’t matter whether theyre popular or not! We’re not used to having to back 

up, Ghandi was a good guy, so was MLK, but I am not gonna have someone cut me off in traffic, 

without letting them know the deep dark recesses of my soul, by making sure they know exactly what 

they’ve done wrong? 

So let’s see what this text has to say about that then; 

The first thing we need to know is that Jesus is talking to people with money, with homes, with nice 

clothes, and a really sweet donkey that gets 20 miles to the hay bail. – the kind your neighbour envies, 

a really nice donkey! **Slide** 

So you ask, how pray tell do you know this? Well, you don’t talk to poor people about forgiving debt, 

or how to lend money cos they don’t have multiple shirts or nice donkeys to worry about… 

So he’s talking to people like us, with things to lose, reputations, good jobs and nice donkeys. 

Jesus is in Galilee in this text, and you may not know this but Galilee has a bit of a reputation, its 

known as a bit of a bogan place, firstly, they have a distinct accent (it’s what marks peter out as a 

disciple when he denies Jesus three times) everyone know instantly when a Galilean speaks (kind of 

like my accent) – they are also famously independent, and a lot of uprisings and social strife finds its 

origins in Galilee (can anything good come out of galilee? Prob not) 

Galileans are country people, mostly farmers and fisherman, they have their own rhythm for life, their 

own ways of doing things, 

But it’s gone through some changes – rapid changes. The roman occupation brings with it a roman 

consul who is pretty brutal, Herod’s son Antipas, takes charge and Rome doesn’t mess around, they 

take out any resistance – whole towns if necessary. 

With the new consul comes new development – this one horse town suddenly gets two major cities 

built quite quickly, and is filled with foreigners, non-Galileans.  

It places enormous pressure on the economy of this tiny farming area – it essentially creates a massive 

divide between the have and have nots, the money people and those without 



Taxes are raised, property prices go through the roof, debt becomes mountainous (sure we’re heard 

this story somewhere else before?)  

Once Rome puts their thumb on Galilee, its cultures, its customs begin to change rapidly, and it takes 

on the nature of this Roman cities and towns of the day, life becomes very different for the Galileans. 

So I’m going to give you a crash course in roman culture 101… apologies, but it’s pretty straight up, so 

don’t fear. 

**Slide** Roman life is all about wealth, honour and social status. The empire was a this suffocating 

web of obligation, with an immense amount of time resources and effort put into balancing social 

expectations. **Slide**It comes down to one word, ‘patronage’. Roman culture was centred around 

social climbing, which was an endless ladder – from the emperor down, social networks of patronage 

dominated roman culture –  

You were either a patron – someone of significant wealth and honour, or a client, someone who was 

still trying to climb the social ladder, who with the benefit of your patron, would help you do just that. It 

was pervasive, in every town and city.  

This ‘help’ could be in the form of loans, or business deals or even helping them marry a wealthier 

more honourable person. The client would serve his patron in similar ways. Patronage is a modern 

context is synonymous with corruptions, or closed door meetings, of jobs for pals. 

Social climbing was the goal, more honour, power wealth – don’t worry about who you have to tread 

on to get there, just climb the ladder.  

So when Jesus is talking, this is the social landscape into which he speaks. 

He’s talking to a group of people that have decided to become followers of Jesus, but who have been 

immersed in a culture which rewards only the strong, the wealthy, the honourable, the social climber – 

people who have money, and reputations, and who have things to loose. Not unlike us. 

This kind of talk is scandalous, it’s even treasonous… he’s talking about how bad Rome is, how this 

needs to change! Typical Galilean, right? What good can come out of Galilees? Amiright?   

You know the thing about culture is that when you’ve grown up in it, and you don’t know anything 

different, it can be really hard to identify the flaws in it. You can’t always tell when its right or wrong, 

cos you don’t know any different. (classic from in hot water scenario) 

It’s like Jesus standing up here and shouting; “right! NO MORE CHRISTMAS!” No More guy Fawkes 

day! No more birthdays! STOP IT! ITS WRONG – we’d be pretty upset 

So let’s read it again –  

Jesus is saying very clearly – the people who choose to be my disciples will be markedly different from 

the culture around them. How will you know them? There’re going to act differently, live differently, be 



different – they’re not going to conform to the culture of the day – they’ll stand out because they’ll do 

things differently – they’ll be different. 

They’re going to love their enemies – not plot against them, or find ways to destroy their business 

If someone mistreats them – they’ll pray for then, not curse them 

If someone hits them or takes their coat - they give them the other cheek, and offer the shirt off their 

backs. 

They will be different – cos they’ll give to everyone who asks – not just their clients or patrons 

EVERYONE!  

They will do unto others as they would have them do unto them (golden rule) – we’ll treat everyone on 

a level playing field, no social orders, no hierarchy or status, no have and have nots  

They’ll give freely without expectation of anything in return, they’ll lend without expectation of repayment 

– why, cos they’ll be different to the corruption and back slappy chummy corruption of the Romans, 

Why? 

Because we’re merciful because God is… our obedience our behaviour is grounded in the character of 

God, of who he is, and who he calls us to be! 

We’ll love all, serve all give freely because of God’s great mercy and grace to us found in Jesus. You 

see in this story God is the supreme patron, the one who looks after everyone, so we can give freely, 

love openly, care for other without fear of going hungry – because God is the one who provides. God 

is our supreme patron. 

So I want to ask the question – how is our Christian community here at ICBC different to the culture we 

live in? Jesus implores us to be a community that is different, but when we’re immersed in the culture 

it’s hard to see the wood for the tree’s right? How have we marked ourselves as different? How have 

we shown to the rest of Invercargill the mercies of God in Jesus? Are we graceful loving people? What 

have we given up trying to fight?   

Let’s be a community – that is marked by our difference to our culture, who loves much, who gives 

freely, who forgives willingly, who  

 


